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ABSTRACT: The mecA gene is a gene found in bacterial cells. The mecA gene allows a bacterium 

to be resistant to antibiotics such as methicillin, penicillin and other penicillin-like antibiotics. The 

most commonly known carrier of the mecA gene is the bacterium known as MRSA. Apart from 

Staphylococcus aureus and other Staphylococcus species, it can also be found in Streptococcus 

pneumoniae strains resistant to penicillin-like antibiotics. In Staphylococcus species, mecA is spread 

on the SCCmec genetic element. The mecA gene does not allow the ring like structure of penicillin-

like antibiotics to bind to the enzymes that help form the cell wall of the bacterium (transpeptidases), 

and hence the bacteria is able to replicate as normal. The gene encodes the protein PBP2A (penicillin 

binding protein 2A). PBP2A has a low affinity for beta-lactam antibiotics such as methicillin and 

penicillin. This enables transpeptidase activity in the presence of beta-lactams, preventing them 

from inhibiting cell wall synthesis. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

The multiple antibiotic resistances of methicillin-resistant strains of Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 

has become a major clinical problem worldwide. Rates of MRSA infection are increasing [1]. In 

some centers, MRSA is becoming less susceptible to vancomycin, and these strains have been 

associated with worse clinical outcomes [2]. Intermediate or fully resistant vancomycin strains of 

MRSA have emerged clinically, whereas community acquired MRSA has become epidemic. Since 

the major difference between methicillin sensitive Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA) and MRSA is 

gene mecA, studies to find novel inhibitors of PBP2a Protein are being carried out in order to counter 
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the resistance of MRSA against β-lactam antibiotics [3, 4]. According to recent findings, Linezolid, 

daptomycin and tigecycline have been approved during the last decade to treat infections due to 

MRSA. Although these agents are extremely valuable in the fight against MRSA, each one has 

limitations because of their side effects. New lipoglycopeptides (telavancin, dalbavancin and 

oritavancin) are in advanced phase of clinical development. One of the new approaches for the 

discovery of compounds with anti MRSA activity is to search for molecules from a wide array of 

photochemicals from plants. Review of literature indicated that the active substances present in 

many plants could be used as therapeutic alternatives for MRSA infection. Screening of 

phytochemicals from plant extracts have shown that higher plants and their secondary metabolites 

provide diverse bioactive compounds with antibacterial activity [5-8]. Bioinformatics is seen as an 

emerging field with the potential to significantly improve how drugs are discovered on a rational 

basis, using computational methods to simulate drug – receptor interactions insilico saving a lot of 

time, effort and expenditure in the search for lead compounds. The present study is an attempt to 

find such compounds using Bioinformatic tools on selected plant products for their binding and 

inhibiting capacity of the target Protein PBP2a, responsible for resistance of MRSA [9-11].   

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Primer design 

For designing the primer, DNA template sequence is required that can be taken from any of the 

available sequence databases, e.g., RefSeq database. The in silico validation can be carried out using 

BLAST tool and Gene Runner software, which check their efficiency and specificity. Thereafter, the 

primers designed in silico can be validated in the wet lab. After that, these validated primers can be 

synthesized for use in the amplification of concerned gene/DNA fragment [12-14]. 

Retrieval Of Target Sequence 

The protein sequence of the protein PBP2a had been retrieved from UniProt, and saved in fasta 

format that gives the specific information regarding the number of amino acids in the sequence and 

other sequence related information. 

Performing Template Search 

The protein sequence of the protein PBP2a had been retrieved from UniProt and the search for the 

template had been done using BLAST algorit. 

Homology Modeling 

Homology modeling, also known as comparative modeling of protein refers to constructing an 

atomic-resolution model of the "target" protein from its amino acid sequence and an experimental 

three-dimensional structure of a related homologous protein. Homology modeling relies on the 

identification of one or more known protein structures likely to resemble the structure of the query 

sequence, and on the production of an alignment that maps residues in the query sequence to residues 

in the template sequence. The sequence alignment and template structure are then used to produce 
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a structural model of the target. Because protein structures are more conserved than DNA sequences, 

detectable levels of sequence similarity usually imply significant structural similarity [15-18]. The 

quality of the homology model is dependent on the quality of the sequence alignment and template 

structure. The approach can be complicated by the presence of alignment gaps (commonly called 

indels) that indicate a structural region present in the target but not in the template, and by structure 

gaps in the template that arise from poor resolution in the experimental procedure (usually X-ray 

crystallography) used to solve the structure. 

Homology modeling can produce high-quality structural models when the target and template are 

closely related, which has inspired the formation of a structural genomics. 

 Steps in model production 

The homology modeling procedure can be broken down into four sequential steps: template 

selection, target-template alignment, model construction, and model assessment.[1] The first two 

steps are often essentially performed together, as the most common methods of identifying templates 

rely on the production of sequence alignments 

1. Template selection and sequence alignment 

The critical first step in homology modeling is the identification of the best template structure. The 

simplest method of template identification relies on serial pairwise sequence alignments aided by 

database search techniques such as FASTA and BLAST. More sensitive methods based on multiple 

sequence alignment. This family of methods has been shown to produce a larger number of potential 

templates and to identify better templates for sequences that have only distant relationships to any 

solved structure. Protein threading, also known as fold recognition or 3D-1D alignment, can also be 

used as a search technique for identifying templates to be used in traditional homology modeling 

method [19]. 

2. Model generation 

Given a template and an alignment, the information contained therein must be used to generate a 

three-dimensional structural model of the target, represented as a set of Cartesian coordinates for 

each atom in the protein. Three major classes of model generation methods have been proposed. 

 Fragment assembly 

The original method of homology modeling relied on the assembly of a complete model from 

conserved structural fragments identified in closely related solved structures. Thus unsolved 

proteins could be modeled by first constructing the conserved core and then substituting variable 

regions from other proteins in the set of solved structures. 

 Segment matching 

The segment-matching method divides the target into a series of short segments, each of which is 

matched to its own template fitted from the Protein Data Bank. Thus, sequence alignment is done 

over segments rather than over the entire protein. 
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 Satisfaction of spatial restraints 

The most common current homology modeling method takes its inspiration from calculations 

required to construct a three-dimensional structure from data generated by NMR spectroscopy. 

3. Loop modeling 

Regions of the target sequence that are not aligned to a template are modeled by loop modeling; 

they are the most susceptible to major modeling errors and occur with higher frequency when the 

target and template have low sequence identity. 

4. Model assessment 

Assessment of homology models without reference to the true target structure is usually performed 

with two methods: statistical potentials or physics-based energy calculations. Both methods produce 

an estimate of the energy (or an energy-like analog) for the model or models being assessed; 

independent criteria are needed to determine acceptable cutoffs. Neither of the two methods 

correlates exceptionally well with true structural accuracy, especially on protein types 

underrepresented in the PDB, such as membrane proteins. Physics-based energy calculations aim to 

capture the interatomic interactions that are physically responsible for protein stability in solution, 

especially van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. These calculations are performed using a 

molecular mechanics force field; proteins are normally too large even for semi-empirical quantum 

mechanics-based calculations [20-22]. 

Flow Chart Of Homology Modeling 

 

Validation Of Modeled Protein Using Rapper 

As the loop of the structure is built up and the terminals are removed, the modeled structure is now 

given for validation through RAPPER. The structure is given in .pdb form to it to analyze the 

structure and to generate the RAMACHANDRAN plot of the structure to find the validity of the 

structure. This is again also carried out after minimization of the structure is done 

Pocket Determination Using CASTP 

Now that we have the final modeled structure the active pockets of the protein are found by 

uploading the .pdb file of modeled protein to castP. The residues in the pockets are noted. 
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Ligands For Docking Studies 

Antibiotics shorten the course of the disease and reduce the severity of the symptoms; however, oral 

rehydration therapy remains the principal treatment. Tetracycline is typically used as the primary 

antibiotic, although some strains of V. cholerae have shown resistance. Other antibiotics that have 

been proven effective against V. cholerae include cotrimoxazole, erythromycin, doxycycline, 

chloramphenicol, and furazolidone, Fluoroquinolones such as norfloxacin also may be used,. 

Ligands are extracted from various sources such as PUBCHEM, DRUGBANK, 

Molecular Modeling 

Molecular modelling is a collective term that refers to theoretical methods and computational 

techniques to model or mimic the behaviour of molecules. The techniques are used in the fields of 

computational chemistry, computational biology and materials science for studying molecular 

systems ranging from small chemical systems to large biological molecules and material assemblies. 

The simplest calculations can be performed by hand, but inevitably computers are required to 

perform molecular modelling of any reasonably sized system. The common feature of molecular 

modelling techniques is the atomistic level description of the molecular systems; the lowest level of 

information is individual atoms (or a small group of atoms). This is in contrast to quantum chemistry 

(also known as electronic structure calculations) where electrons are considered explicitly. The 

benefit of molecular modelling is that it reduces the complexity of the system, allowing many more 

particles (atoms) to be considered during simulations. 

Designing of Methicillin 

Methicillin Antibiotic structure was designed for docking studies. The structure of this antibiotic 

was constructed and optimized using “Chemsketch” software.  

Active site Identification 

Active site of PBP2a was identified using CASTp server. A new program, CASTp, for automatically 

locating and measuring protein pockets and cavities, is based on precise computational geometry 

methods, including alpha shape and discrete flow theory. CASTp identifies and measures pockets 

and pocket mouth openings, as well as cavities. The program specifies the atoms lining pockets, 

pocket openings, and buried cavities; the volume and area of pockets and cavities; and the area and 

circumference of mouth openings. 

Docking Method 

Molecular docking was performed using the Gold version 3.0.1 (Genetic Optimization of Ligand 

Docking) software which is based on genetic algorithm (GA), to study the binding orientation of 

compounds into the PBP2a structure. This method allows partial flexibility of protein and full 

flexibility of compounds. The designed Methicillin was docked to the active site of the PBP2a. The 

binding site identification of PBP2a structure was carried out using CastP server. CastP identifies 

and measures pockets and pocket mouth openings, as well as cavities. The program specifies the 
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atoms lining pockets, pocket openings, and buried cavities; the volume and area of pockets and 

cavities; and the area and circumference of mouth openings. The interaction of methicillin with the 

active site residues are studied using molecular mechanics calculations. The parameters used for GA 

were population size (100), selection pressure (1.1), number of operations (10,000), number of 

island (1) and niche size (2). Operator parameters for crossover, mutation and migration were set to 

100, 100 and 10 respectively. Default cutoff values of 3.0 A° (dH-X) for hydrogen bonds and 6.0 

A° for vanderwaals were employed. During docking, the default algorithm speed was selected and 

the binding site in the PBP2a was defined within a 10 A° radius with the centroid as CE atom of 

GLN207. The number of poses for each inhibitor was set 100, and early termination was allowed if 

the top three bound conformations of a compound were within 1.5A° RMSD. After docking, the 

individual binding poses of each compound were observed and their interactions with the protein 

were studied. The best and most energetically favorable conformation of each compound was 

selected [23-26]. 

Gold Score Fitness Function 

Gold Score performs a force field based scoring function and is made up of four components: 1. 

Protein-ligand hydrogen bond energy (external H-bond); 2. Protein-ligand vander Waals energy 

(external vdw); 3.Ligand internal vander Waals energy (internal vdw); 4.Ligand intramolecular 

hydrogen bond energy (internal- H- bond). The external vdw score is multiplied by a factor of 1.375 

when the total fitness score is computed. This is an empirical correction to encourage protein-ligand 

hydrophobic contact. The fitness function has been optimized for the prediction of ligand binding 

positions. 

GoldScore = S (hb_ext) + S (vdw_ext) + S (hb_int) + S (vdw_int) 

Where S (hb_ext) is the protein-ligand hydrogen bond score, S (vdw_ext) is the protein-ligand van 

der Waals score, S (hb_int) is the score from intramolecular hydrogen bond in the ligand and S 

(vdw_int) is the score from intramolecular strain in the ligand. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Primer Design 

The primers for mec A gene were identified using Primer3 software. The Staphylococcus aureus 

genome was submitted to primer3 and the forward and reverse primers which amplify the mecA 

gene were predicted. The primers were 20 nucleotide in length with high GC content. These primers 

were synthesized and used to amplify the mec A gene of MRSA (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Primer sequences for mecA gene 

OLIGO                start  len      tm     gc%   any    3' seq  

LEFT PRIMER       4591   20   60.02   45.00  4.00  2.00 AAGAAGCGTTGTCGCTGAAT 

RIGHT PRIMER      4820   20   60.04   50.00  7.00  2.00 GGACAAAGCCGTTGTACGTT 

Homology Modeling of PBP2a 

All molecular simulations were performed on AMD 64 bits dual processing hi-end Linux desktop.  

The amino acid sequence of PBP2a from MRSA was obtained from the protein sequence databank 

in the Swiss-prot or Uniprot_KB at the site www.expasy.org (Fig 1).  

Primary sequence of PBP2a Protein in MRSA 

>tr|Q7DHH4|Q7DHH4_STAAU MecA OS=Staphylococcus aureus GN=mecA PE=4 

SV=1 

MKKIKIVPLILIVVVVGFGIYFYASKDKEINNTIDAIEDKNFKQVYKDSSYISKSDNGEV 

EMTERPIKIYNSLGVKDINIQDRKIKKVSKNKKRVDAQYKIKTNYGNIDRNVQFNFVKED 

GMWKLDWDHSVIIPGMQKDQSIHIENLKSERGKILDRNNVELANTGTAYEIGIVPKNVSK 

KDYKAIAKELSISEDYIKQQMDQNWVQDDTFVPLKTVKKMDEYLSDFAKKFHLTTNETES 

RNYPLGKATSHLLGYVGPINSEELKQKEYKGYKDDAVIGKKGLEKLYDKKLQHEDGYRVT 

IVDDNSNTIAHTLIEKKKKDGKDIQLTIDAKVQKSIYNNMKNDYGSGTAIHPQTGELLAL 

VSTPSYDVYPFMYGMSNEEYNKLTEDKKEPLLNKFQITTSPGSTQKILTAMIGLNNKTLD 

DKTSYKIDGKGWQKDKSWGGYNVTRYEVVNGNIDLKQAIESSDNIFFARVALELGSKKFE 

KGMKKLGVGEDIPSDYPFYNAQISNKNLDNEILLADSGYGQGEILINPVQILSIYSALEN 

NGNINAPHLLKDTKNKVWKKNIISKENINLLTDGMQQVVNKTHKEDIYRSYANLIGKSGT 

AELKMKQGETGRQIGWFISYDKDNPNMMMAINVKDVQDKGMASYNAKISGKVYDELYENG 

NKKYDIDE 

Primary sequence analysis of MRSA PBP2a protein: 

 

Figure 1: Represents the amino acid composition and molecular weight of the PBP2a protein, in 

our results shows Leu is highly present compared to other residues. 
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Graphical Representation of amino acid composition: 

 

Figure 2: Hydrophobic profile of PBP2a protein sequence 

 

Figure 3: Diagram shows hydrophobicity profile of PBP2a ,which was developed by Kyte &doolite  

program ,it was representing  hydrophobic regions 22-32,42-58,162-180 

Parker HPLC –Hydrophilicity Profile: 

 

Figure 4: diagram shows hydrophilicity profile of PBP2a ,which was developed by parker HPLC  

program ,it was representing hydrophiliic regions 31-50,148-165 etc 
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Helical-wheel diagram 

 

Figure 5: shows pattern of amino acid representation by helical wheel diagram ,central region is the 

hydrophobic and  similar color residues represent they are belongs to same branch of amino acids 

Secondary structure analysis of PBP2a Protein 

 

Figure 6: Shows secondary structure analysis of PBP2a protein sequence 

Template selection is a process of identifying a suitable protein which shares nearly the same 

structure of the query protein which doesn’t possess the 3D structure. Template selection is very 

important in comparative protein modeling.  Templates can be chosen by various tools such as 

BLAST, FASTA, Swiss-model, etc.  In the case of Blast and Fasta the sequence of protein in fasta 

format can be uploaded and the templates can be manually selected by considering the score value 
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and the E value.  In the case of Swiss-Model server, it automatically chooses the template and 

models the protein structure (Fig 2-6). 

BLAST Search 

A high level of sequence identity should guarantee more accurate alignment between the target 

sequence and template structure. In the results of BLAST search against PDB, only one-reference 

protein 2PBX has a high level of sequence identity and the identity of the reference protein with the 

Tau-protein domain are 80% (Fig 7).   

 

Figure 7: Template structure: 2PBX 

Sequence Alignment 

In the following study, we have chosen 2PBX as a reference structure for modeling PBP2a domain 

(Fig 8, 9). Coordinates from the reference protein (2PBX) to the SCRs, structurally variable regions 

(SVRs), N-termini and C-termini were assigned to the target sequence based on the satisfaction of 

spatial restraints. Sequence of the reference structures were extracted from the respective structure 

files and aligned with the target sequence using the default parameters in ClustalW. 
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Theoretical model of PBP2a Protein 

 

Figure 8: PBP2a structure 

Model verification by Rapper 

 

Number of residues in favoured region    (~98.0% expected)   :  182 ( 92.4%) 

Number of residues in allowed region     ( ~2.0% expected)   :   14 (  7.1%) 

Number of residues in outlier region                         :    1 (  0.5%) 

Figure 9: Ramachandranplot analysis 
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Active site Identification 

The selected docked conformations of the PBP2a binding site are shown in Figure 10. The docked 

conformations revealed that methicillin located in the hydrophobic binding pocket surrounding the 

binuclear copper active site. In this study, docked methicillin was found to have some interaction 

between an oxygen atom of the methicillin and PBP2A. Moreover, these docked conformations also 

formed an H-bonding interaction with in the active site. In the binding pocket, common H-bonding 

interactions were formed between all docked compounds and GLY 135, GLN 137, GLN 140, HIS 

143, GLU 145, GLN 145, GLN 207, ASP 209, HIS 232, THR 300, and HIS 311.  

 

Figure 10: active site of PBP2a 

After constructing the methicillin and optimizing them using “Chemsketch” software ,the crystal 

model and the possible binding sites of PBP2a were searched with CASTP server. From the binding 

site analysis of PBP2a we identified that, the binding pockets are identical in all chains and the 

largest binding pocket was taken for further docking studies. The crystal structures of PBP2a are 

similar and we have therefore taken 1VQQ (chain A) as representative structure for docking studies. 

The docking of compounds into the active site of PBP2a was performed using the GOLD software 

and the docking evaluations were made on the basis of GoldScore fitness functions. We preferred 

Gold fitness score than Chemscore fitness as Gold fitness score is marginally better than Chemscore 

fitness function (Fig 11). 

In order to explain the binding of methicillin, the H-bonding interactions with the other surrounding 

residues in the hydrophobic binding pocket were also investigated. The docking results showed that 

methicillin has affinity towards PBP2a [27-31].  
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Figure 11: Methicillin structure 

Docking of the methicillin with PBP2a was performed using GOLD 3.0.1, which is based on genetic 

algorithimn. This program generates an ensemble of different rigid body orientations (poses) for 

each compound conformer within the binding pocket and then passes each molecule against a 

negative image of the binding site. Poses clashing with this ‘bump map’ are eliminated. Poses 

surviving the bump test are then scored and ranked with a Gaussian shape function. We defined the 

binding pocket using the ligand-free protein structure and a box enclosing the binding site. This box 

was defined by extending the size of a cocrystalized ligand by 4A. This dimension was considered 

here appropriate to allow, for instance, compounds larger than the cocrystallized ones to fit into the 

binding site. One unique pose for each of the best-scored compounds was saved for the subsequent 

steps. The compounds used for docking was converted in 3D with SILVER. To this set, the substrate 

corresponding to the modeled protein were added. Docking of best inhibitor with the active site of 

protein showed the activity of the molecule on protein function (Fig 12). 
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Figure 12: Docking studies of Methicillin with PBP2a 

Table 2: docking score 

Fitness   S(hb_ext)  S(vdw_ext)  S(hb_int)    S(int)     Compound 

 31.62        0.00      40.06       0.00      -23.45      Methicillin 

4. CONCLUSION 

The docking results showed that Methicillin showed docking fitness and this revealed the binding 

orientation in the PBP2a binding pocket surrounding the active site, which resulted that PBP2A has 

affinity for beta-lactam antibiotics such as methicillin. This enables transpeptidase activity in the 

presence of beta-lactams, preventing them from inhibiting cell wall synthesis. From the results we 

can conclude that PBP2a is competitor protein to Methicillin to bind to other proteins. 
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